Homogeneous time-resolved fluorescence assay for identifying p53 interactions with its protein partners, directly in a cellular extract.
The p53 protein is a tumor suppressor that protects the organism against malignant consequences of DNA damage. Interaction of p53 with numerous cellular or viral proteins regulates its functional activity either positively or negatively. An approach leading to identification of such protein interactions directly in a cell extract could be of help in the development of screening assays to search for drugs acting on p53 in its cellular environment, either by disrupting its association with inhibitory proteins or by increasing its affinity for activating proteins. We show that the homogeneous time-resolved fluorescence (HTRF) assay based on the time-resolved amplified cryptate emission (TRACE) technology allows identification of such an interaction by simply adding a mixture of two labeled monoclonal antibodies, directly in a cellular extract. We validate this assay by studying p53/SV40-LTAg interactions. The antibodies directed against genuine p53 and SV40-LTAg epitopes were labeled with europium cryptate (donor) and XL665, a crosslinked allophycocyanin (acceptor), respectively. We demonstrated that a nonradiative energy transfer occurs between labeled antibodies only when p53 interacts with SV40-LTag, which opens up the possibility of extending this approach to other p53 partners to search for drugs that restore p53 tumor-suppressor activity.